SPLIT FACE CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

4" Blocks
- 4-Inch Regular
- 4-Inch L-Corner
- 4-Inch Sill (8 High)
- 4-Inch Solid (4 High)

8" Blocks
- 8-Inch Regular
- 8-Inch Bond Beam
- 8-Inch Corner
- 8-Inch Half with Sash

12" Blocks
- 12-Inch Regular
- 12-Inch Bond Beam
- 12-Inch Corner
- 12-Inch Half with Sash

Please note that approximately 50 percent of every order of 8" and 12" regular split face masonry units are produced with a sash. Other shapes and sizes may be available upon request.

Florida Locations
Concrete Block Plants and Distribution Yards

- Edgewater Block
  200 N. Flagler Ave.
  Edgewater, FL 32132
- Ft. Pierce Block
  4199 Schivitz Rd.
  Ft. Pierce, FL 34981
- Mangonia Park Block
  1483 53rd Street
  Mangonia Park, FL 33407
- Melbourne Distribution Yard
  2575 N. Avocado Avenue
  Melbourne, FL 32935
- Peeniscoo Block
  11000 N.W. 121st Way
  Medley, FL 33178
- Tampa Block
  7801 Industrial Lane
  Tampa, FL 33637
- Tavares Block
  4405 Lake Industrial Blvd.
  Tavares, FL 32778
- St. Augustine Distribution Yard
  3657 Deer Park Blvd.
  Elkton, FL 32033
- Jacksonville Distribution Yard
  6557 Greenland Road
  Jacksonville, FL 32258

Customer Service
Phone: 888-246-2813
FAX: 954-719-6570
Email: HubFlatbed@titanamerica.com
www.titanamerica.com
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For your convenience, we also handle concrete lintel units, concrete sill units, 4x8 vent block, LL vent block, reinforcing wire, cavity caps and sand-blended masonry cement.